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ABSTRACT

Many methods have been developed to determine the
"appropriate" subset of independent variables in a multiple
variable problem.

Some of the methods are application

specific while others have a wide range of uses.

This study

compares two such methods, Regression Trees and Stepwise
Regression.

A simulation using a known distribution is used

for the comparison.

In 699 out of 742 cases the Regression

Tree method gave better predictors than the Stepwise
Regression procedure.

vii

Chapter 1

Introduction

Regression Analysis is a statistical tool that utilizes
the relationship between two or more variables so that one
variable can be explained or predicted from the other or
others.

The relationship is stochastic and can be expressed

in the form of a function, Y

=

f(X,a) +

E,

where Y is the

"dependent" variable, X is a vector of "independent"
variables, a is a vector of unknown parameters and
random or experimental error.

E

is the

When f(X,a) is linear in a,

this function is known as the Linear Regression.

The

parameters are usually estimated using the Least Squares
procedure.
When constructing the Regression Model one of the most
difficult problems is selecting the set of independent
variables to use.

For example, if we have a data set

containing the variables {age, sex, weight, hair color, eye
color, height}, and want to predict height based on one or
more of the five variables, our task would be to determine
which of the independent variables, {age, sex, weight, hair
color, eye color}, have an actual effect on height.

Sometimes the physical construction of the problem will
dictate the model and variables to use, but often this is
not the case, and the experimenter will take all conceivable
variables and attempt to sort through, hoping to find some
subset that is optimal under certain criteria.
There are many procedures for determining a "good"
subset of independent variables, some specific to particular
types of application, and some with a wide range of
application.

This study will compare two procedures,

Stepwise Regression and a relatively new procedure called
Regression Trees.

A simulation, using a data set from a

known distribution, will be used for the comparison.
The Stepwise Regression Method (discussed in "Applied
Linear Statistical Models" Neter, Wasserman and Kutner,
1985, Chapter 12, Section 12.4) develops a sequence of
Regression Models, at each step adding or deleting an
independent variable.

The criterion for adding (or

deleting) a variable is based on the reduction in the error
sum of squares at each step, usually through the partial F
statistic.

The procedure continues until no more

independent variables can be added or deleted from the
mode 1.
The Regression Tree Search procedure was first
described by Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone in
"Classification and Regression Trees" (1984).

In chapter 8,

the authors describe the technique as an alternative method
2

for determining the interaction between variables and/or the
independence of variables.

The technique involves taking a

Learning Sample with many variables and "splitting" the
sample on one, or more, of the variables in such a way as to
decrease mean squared error with each split.

The authors

found that using the same sample for both determining the
splits and the Expected Error leads to an under estimation
of the error and developed two methods, Cross-Validation and
a separate Test Sample, for determining the final Expected
Error.
In chapter 8 of "Classification and Regression Trees".
Breiman, et aI, detailed a simulation using a known
distribution.

The simulation used 10 variables, with three

of them being "noise" variables not used in computing the
dependent variable Y.

In this study, the analysis of this

model by Brieman, et aI, is duplicated.

The same model is

analyzed using Stepwise Regression, and the results of the
two procedures are compared.

As the underlying distribution

of the sample is known, the comparison can be evaluated.
The computer programs are written in MicroSoft Fortran.

3

Chapter 2
Theory Behind the Study

1.

INTRODUCTION

In regression analysis a Learning Sample, consisting of
(Xjj,Y/), where Xlj is an array of predictor or measurement
variables and Yj is a vector of response variables, is used
to determine a predictor d(X).

The predictor is constructed

for one of two purposes: 1) to predict the response variable
for future measurement variables; and 2) to understand the
relationship between the measurement variables and the
response variables.
Terminology specific to Regression Trees used in this
chapter include:
(X/ j , Yj ):

The sample set.

Node, t j :

A subset of (X jj , Yj) .

Root Node, tl:

The sample set.

The initial starting

node.
Split:

Dividing a subset of (Xjj,Y j ) into two

descending subsets so that the data in each
descending subset has less variance than the
subset being split.
4

Terminal Node:

A node that cannot be split any

further.
Split Variable:

The independent variable, Xl' that the

subset, or node, is split on.
Split Value:

The value of the Split Variable that the

split variable is split on, s.

For the current

node, all the members with split variables greater
than the split value are sent right and the
remainder are sent left.

Figure 1
A sample Tree. Node 1 is the Root Node while nodes 4, 5,
7, 8, and 9 are Terminal Nodes.

Left Split:

The descending subset where the split

variable is less than the split value.

Also

called the Left Node, t L •
Right Split:

The descending subset where the split
5

variable is larger than or equal to the split
value.

Also called the Right Node, t R •

Parent Node:

A non terminal node with two descending

subsets.

2.

GROWING THE TREE

In Tree Structured Regression, the tree predictor,
d(X), is constant over all of the nodes of the tree.

In

using Tree Structured Regression, we must determine the tree
predictor, d(X), a way to select the binary splits (or node
assignment), and a way to know when to stop splitting a node
(determining when a node is terminal).

Our predictor d(X)

is then used to assign a value to each terminal node.
A.

DETERMINING d(X)

Defining R(d) as the mean squared error of the
predictor. we get

R(d)

~I:n

=

(yn -d(xn

»2.

We can then

estimate R(d) using resubstitution to find a

minimizes R(d).

minimized by

a

Using the fact that

= 1..
~ Y
NLn n

'

~

Ln

(y

n

d(x n )

- a)

2

that

is

for each node we can use the

6

y( t)

value

= N (1)
t

r

LXu€t

Y n , where the sum is over all Yn such

that xnEt and N(t) is the number of cases in node t, as the
d(x n )

that minimizes R(d).

yet)

This result allows us to take

as the predictor value for each node t.

If we let R(T) be the mean square error of the tree,
then
R(T)

is the set of

terminal nodes for tree T.

every node, t,

Letting

rLJxueit (yn _y(t»2

is the within node sum of

squares.
B.

DEFINING A BINARY SPLIT

Using the concept of R(t), we can then define the best
split for each node, t, as the split which causes the most
decrease in R(T).

Letting S be the set of all the splits of

7

node t into nodes

t), for any

SES

tL

tR

and

(the left and right nodes of

we define the change in the mean squared

error caused by the split by

The best split is then defined as the split s' such that
~R(s· I t)

= maxSE:S ~R(s, t) .

Using this definition to split the nodes we get that

C.

WHEN TO STOP SPLITTING

We now have a way to determine the split at every node
and of assigning a value to

d(X} = y(t}

,

to each node.

Once we start splitting nodes we need to know when to stop
splitting.

There are three methods for declaring a node t a

terminal node.

The first is to stop splitting when N(t)

~

NOlin where NOlin is a minimum number of values desired per
node.

When the number of cases in the node is equal to or

less than NOlin the node is not split.

8

The second method is

to stop splitting when the node is pure, that is

for all

Yn€t.

Y n = y{t}

This condition is rarely satisfied in tree

structured regression and is not widely used.

The third

method is to stop splitting the node when every split s of
the node sends all of the cases to the same descending node.
We will use a combination of the first and third methods to
grow the ini tial tree Tmal<"

3.

PRUNING THE TREE

The tree Tmn is usually too large for practical use and
must be pruned back to a useable size.

Using the "Weakest-

Link-Cutting", Breiman, et aI,

(1984), we start by pruning

all of the branches where R(t)

= R(t L )

starting tree, Tl
define R(T t ) by

•

Next, for any branch of Tl

R(Tt:> =

E, . . R(t'}

of all terminal nodes of

For any node

+ R(t R) , leaving the

t€T1 ,

C E;&e

,

where

,

say Tt

,

we

is the set

Then, for

Te.

we denote
9

the subbranch of

Te

consisting of the single node t by {t}.
complexi ty of the tree as

nodes of Tt

,

number a

O.

2

We next define the

the number of terminal

11fel,

and the complexity parameter for Tt as a real
Take R«({t})

= R(t)

+ a and, for any branch,

branch Tt has smaller cost complexity than the single node
{t}.

At a critical value of a, R«(T t ) and Rm({t}) become

equal and the subbranch {t}, smaller than Tt
cost complexity and is preferable to Tt
of a by

« <

R{t) - R{Te)
I T- I
I
e' - 1

Letting the function gl(t), for tETI be
R(t) - R(Te )

gl (t) '"

{ +00

I Te:

10

-

1

•

,

has the same

We find this value

we define

tl

in Tl as the node that satisfies

The node

the first node at which R,,({t}) = R,,(T t )

T-tl

becomes preferable to

equality holds.

For T l

define a new tree T2

~

,

we start with a 1

~

T2

~

R{ t) - R(T2t )

T3

I

: T:at: - 1

+00

Then, define

=

0.0 and we

Tl by pruning away the branch

i

{t1 }

and, as such,

and a 2 is the value at which

Next, using T2 , we let Tll

g:a (t) =

tl

I

Te .
:I.

T t and we set

tET21

tfT2

tET2

T2 - Tn .

The procedure is repeated by finding

11

t3E' T3

and the

is

corre spond i ng a,.

Then find T4 and repeat.

I fat any stage

k we find

we def ine

Tk+l = Tk - TeJc - Tti '

pruning both branches.

Continuing in this manner results in a sequence of
decreasing subtrees,

T1 >-Tz >-... >-{t1' ,

ending wi th the root node

{t l } , and an increasing sequence of a's with a l
ak+l

4.

,

k

> 0, a

X+ I

=

=

0.0, a k <

ClO.

SELECTING THE BEST TREE

Once we have grown the tree, Tmax , and have our sequence
of decreasing subtrees,

T1 >-Tz >-... >-{t1 }

tree that is the right size.
estimates of the R(T k ) .

,

we must select the

To do this we need honest

There are two methods that give the

desired honest estimates.
A. TEST SAMPLE METHOD
When the data set is large, several thousand or more,
then the Test Sample Method can be used.

This method

involves randomly splitting the data set into two
subsamples, the Learning Sample, LI
12

,

and the Test Sample,

L2 •

L1 is used to grow the sequence of pruned trees and La

is used to determine the estimates of R(T k ) .

and

RtB

eV)

= n12 Ex eTk
1I

(Yn -

If L, has Na

y)2 .

Then the estimates of the Relative Error for each pruned

where

13

and

These formula's are derived in Appendix 1.
B. CROSS-VALIDATION METHOD
Most of the time the data set is too small to
effectively use the Test Sample Method.
Cross Validation Method is used.

In those cases the

First the entire sample is

used to develop the optimally pruned sequence of trees.
{T k } . with corresponding sequence of complexity parameters.
{Uk}'

and predictors

previously.

d k = d Xk

•

1

.i

k

.i

K.

as described

The sample. L. is then randomly divided into V

subsamples, Lv. each with the same, or as nearly as
possible. number of cases.
type

L(~ =

subsamples.

V new learning samples of the

L - Lv • v = 1, ...• V,

are then made from the V

Using Lev) a new tree Tmu is grown.

14

Defining a

the geome tr i c mean of

and

Cl k

Ti V ) (Clie)

=

Ti V ) (00)

Cl k +!,

T~vl (<<k)

opt imall y pruned subtree

with

=

«~

new complexity parameter

wi th

Cl!

=

m,

a new

is found for each

Cl k ' ,

being the trivial tree.

then the predictor corresponding to tree

T~vl(Clk)

constructed from L'v).
Fix i ng k

E

{1,

.

., K}. the cross-validation estimate

of the risk is defined by

the sum of the estimated risk for each new learning sample.
Since the

(Yn

- d~vl(Xn»2

are not independent, we use a

heuristic approach to finding the standard error estimates.
Lett1'ng

Y -- NLL
l r Yn

and

S2 --

15

N1rL
(Yn - y~2
,
L
YI

S2

l'S

the

mean squared error for the entire sample.
RECV(dJc}

= RCV(dJc)

/8 2

Then

is an estimate of the relative mean

squared error for tree Tk

•

The standard error estimate is

then

where

8:

= l:.
r N
NLn'" 1

(y

n

-

y> 4

_ 8 4

,

The formulas are derived in appendix 1.
C.

THE BEST TREE

Once honest estimates are found for R(T k ) . RE(T k )

and

SE(T k ) . the "right sized" tree is selected using Breiman, et
aI's, "1 SE Rule."
smallest tree, Tk ,

That is the tree selected is the
such that

16

RE(Tk o )

and SE is the standard error for

S.

.

THE SIMULATED EXAMPLE

Breiman, et aI's, simulated example used data taken
from the model described by:
Let Xl'

. . . , XIO be independent and let
P(X I = -1) = P(X I = 1) = 1/2
and

P(X

j

=

= -1)

i

=

0)

= 2, 3,

.

P(X

j

Let z be independent of Xl'

=

P(X

j

=

1)

=

1/3,

., 10 .
. , XIO and be normally

distributed with mean zero and variance 2, then set

Y

=

-3 + 3X s + 2X 6 + X7 + z, if Xl

=

-1.

Variables Xs ' Xg , and XIO are noise variables.

The best

predictor is then:

Prior to beginning the programming or simulation, the
Random Number Generators were tested to ensure that they
gave the required random numbers.

17

Appendix 2 covers the

Random Number Generators used and their testing.
We used a sample of size 20 to verify that the programs
worked as required before using a Learning Sample of size
200 to grow and prune Tmax.

This same sample of 200 was used

to estimate the Cross Validation Relative and Standard
Errors.

An additional Test Sample of size 2000 was used to

estimate the Test Sample Relative and Standard Errors.

The

programming is discussed in Appendix 3.
Tree Tmax had 199 nodes with 99 terminal nodes and was
pruned to 94 subtrees.

The "optimally pruned" subtree,

selected by the 1 SE Rule, was tree 84 with REcV
0.37, RE ts

= 0.20

shows subtree 84.

± 0.02 and 13 terminal nodes.

= 0.33

±

Figure 2

We now call subtree 84 our Predictor

Tree.
The Predictor Tree gave us our "good" subset of
independent variables as {Xl' Xa, X3 , X4 , Xs , X6 } .
In figure 2. the numbers in the non-terminal nodes are
the average of the Learning Sample in that node.

The

numbers in the top of the terminal nodes are the Learning
Sample averages and the numbers in the bottom are the Test
Sample averages for the terminal nodes.

The X values under

each node is the independent variable and value that the
node is split on.
To use the tree as a predictor we "send" a set of
independent variables down the tree, recording the terminal
node that it lands in.

If our X variables are {-1,-1,18

3.8

Figure 2
The Predictor Tree.
1.1.0.-1.1.-1,0,0}. we would first split left at the node 1
where all values with Xl
would split right. Xs

<

<

0 go left.

Then at the node 2 we

0 goes left so Xs 2 0 go right.

This takes us to node 5 where we would split left again, X6

< 1 go left, and go to node 10 where we would split left
again, Xs

< 1 go left.

is -4.0.

Our predictor is then d(X) = -4.0.

We end in node 16 where the average

19

Chapter 3
Stepwise Regression and the Comparison

1.

STEPWISE REGRESSION
Developed to conserve computational efforts, while

still giving a reasonably good subset of independent
variables, the Stepwise Regression procedure is among the
most widely used automatic search procedures.

At each step,

the procedure adds or deletes an independent variable based
on the reduction in the error sum of squares caused by the
action.

The process starts at step 1 by fitting a simple

regression model, y
variable.

=

~o

+

~IXI

+ E, for each independent

Por each model the P' statistic, P/

MSR(Xk)/MSE(X k ) , is found.

=

The variable with the largest P'

value, say Xk , is entered first, given that it exceeds the
critical value corresponding to the predetermined level.

If

none of the P' values exceed the critical value, the program
terminates with no X variables entered.
The process continues with step 2 where the procedure
fits all models with two X variables, keeping the first
variable entered, Xk , as one of the pair.

The value P/

MSR(Xj:Xk)/MSE(Xk,X j ) is calculated for each pair.
the X value with the larger F/ value,X i
20

,

=

Again,

is added to the

model, providing that it exceeds the critical value.

At the

third step, the Stepwise procedure tests to see if the
previously entered variable should be dropped from the
model.

Pk' = MSR(Xk:Xi)/MSE(Xk,Xd is used.

If Pk ' falls

below the critical value, it is dropped from the model,
otherwise it is retained in the model.
The Stepwise procedure continues in this manner, adding
or deleting one variable at a time, until no more variables
qualify to be added or deleted from the model.

The results

of the procedure are then printed out, detailing every step.

2.

THE LEARNING SAMPLE
The SAS Proc Stepwise was run, using the same Learning

Sample used to grow and prune tree

T~z'

with a predetermined

level, for entry into or staying in the model, set at 0.15.
The process took 7 steps to complete.

A complete list of

the results is listed in appendix D.
The final model was tested using the hypothesis test
Ho: Pi = 0, He: Pi

~

a and the p' statistic.

A summary of the

results are in table 1.
Variable

P

p'

Prob

>

P

Results

XI

2.68989

188.79

0.0001

Reject Ho

X2

1.50199

40.72

0.0001

Reject Ho

X3

0.65367

7.82

0.0057

Reject Ho

X4

1.02433

16.54

0.0001

Reject Ho

Xs

1.30853

29.48

0.0001

Reject Ho

21

At the a
is X,.

= 0.05

0.80143

12.37

0.0005

Rej ect Ho

0.47212

3.71

0.0556

Fail to Reject

level the only variable we Fail to Reject Ho

With the Intercept term, Po

= 0.3795,

this gave us a

predictor of the form:
d(X)

= 0.3795

+ 2.68989X I + 1.50199X 2 + 0.65367X3 +

1.02433X 4 + 1.30853Xs + 0.80143X,.
Appendix 4 summarized the results of Proc Stepwise.

3.

COMPARING THE RESULTS
Time wise, the Stepwise procedure takes considerable

less time than the Regression Tree method.

Not taking into

consideration the programming time, the Regression Tree
method took a total of about one hour to run on a 386 33MHz
computer.

If we do not include the Test Sample method the

program takes less than 10 minutes.
A comparison of the two predictors, the Predictor Tree
and the Model for Y, shows that they each contain the same
variables, Xl through X,.

Both results compare closely with

the best predictor based on the distribution:
3 + 3X2 + 3X3 + X4 , i f X 1 = 1
d(x) • {-3 + 3Xs + 2.K;; + X, I i f X 1 - -1 •

It is interesting to note that X, is left out of both
predictors.

22

With the Stepwise method you get a set of "good"
independent variables and a formula to predict future values
of the dependent variable.

The Regression Tree method also

gives a "good" set of independent variables and a predictor
in the form of a tree.
We tested to see how close the predicted values for the
two predictors are to the best predictor for all 972
distinct sets of X values.

We did not use X7 when Xl = 1.

Letting RT(X) be the predictor for the Regression Tree and
SW(X) be the predictor for the Stepwise Procedure, we
compared

972 cases

Id(X) - RT(X) I

Id(X) - RT(X) I

and

<

Id(X) - SW(X) I .

Id(X) - SW(X) I

In 699 out of

.

Based on this example, it appears that, once the
program is written and tested good, the Regression Tree
method gives better results.

23

Appendix 1
Formulas For Standard Error

1.

STANDARD ERROR FOR REts (d k )

To develop the Standard Error for the separate Test
Sample Method, we start by temporarily setting

and

S2

=

liN l:.(y" -

y)2

(=

R(

y

»,

-

N

L

y

n

where L is the Test

Sample and N is the number of cases in L.

In chapter 2 we

defined

as an estimate of the relative mean squared error

24

11:

y= -

where

~

= E[y].

Note that

Y

Using the Central Limit Theorem, with N large

~ and therefore

Y

approaches

can be replaced by ~ with no loss of

accuracy.
Taking one k, for any 1
value.

i

k

i

K, d k becomes a fixed

Letting U\ be a consistent estimator of

and Ua be a consistent estimator of

~2

= E[(y

-

~\

= R*(d k )

~)a],

then

.1.
~ U
NL...iL ln

Computing the asymptotic variance of H(U1,U a ) is the same as
computing the variance of

25

Then

for n

E

L, the last equation above is

26

for our test sample using

27

=..!.~
NLL

(y

n

- Y}4 - 2(8 2 )2 + (8 2 )2

28

=..!.~
NLL

{y

n

_.Y)4 _ 84 .

Using these estimates the Variance of our Relative Error
becomes:

and the Standard Error is

2.

STANDARD ERROR FOR RE cV Cd!)

Starting with the K pruned subtrees of Tmax and their
corresponding

Qk'

1

~

k

~

K, we define the geometric mean of
29

ak

=

ak'

=

(akak+d1!2.

We then split the Learning Sample into

V 2 2 subsamples of approximately the same size.

Fixing k,

for each subsample LV, of the form L - Lv, a new tree Tmax is
grown and optimally pruned with respect to a k ' giving tree
Tk(V)(a t

').

Le t d k (v) be the predi c tor correspond ing to

Tk(V) (a k

') •

We note that the dk(V) are not independent but

depend on the entire Learning Sample through the use of a k ' .
Using a fixed k, 1

i

k

i

K, the Cross Validation

a rigorous, valid Standard Error estimate for RCV(d k )

is

difficult to obtain, but, according to Breiman, et aI,
[section 11.5, page 307] " The heuristic device of simply
ignoring this lack of independence yields a formula similar
to that obtained for the corresponding Test Sample estimates
and which appears to work reasonably well in practice."
To develop the formulas we started with
SE{RECV(d...... )) = v.I S 2/N

8 2

= ..!..NL.JL
r

(y

Jl

-

y> 2 .

and temporari ly set

y --

1r
y Jl
NL.JL

and

The re 1at i ve mean squared error is
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then estimated by

~E L

We obtain our estimates for

<1,2,

<1'2'

(Yn -

and

<122

yp

for the Cross

Validation Method
method analogous to that for the Test Sample Method we get

Our resulting formula for the Standard Error is:
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Appendix 2
Programming and Results

1.

Introduction
Not having access to the program, CART, that Brieman,

et aI, wrote in conjunction with their book "Classification
and Regression Trees" (1984), we had to write the programs
needed to do the required calculations for the simulation.
All of the programs were written and compiled in MicroSoft
Fortran on a 33mhz, 386 IBM compatible computer.

With the

exception of the portion for computing the Relative Error
and Standard Error for the Test Set, REt. and SEt., the
programs were compiled for and run in the DOS Environment.
Due to their size, the portions for computing REt. and SEt.
were compiled and run in the Windows Environment to take
advantage of the 4 Meg of Extended Memory available.

2.

Programming Methods
A modular approach was used in programming the

algorithms, with each module being tested in a separate
program before being inserted into the main program.

As

parts were added it soon became apparent that the entire
program would not run, even in the Windows Environment. on
32

the computer being used.

This led to the program being

broken into the major components and run a portion at a
time.

The major programs were:
a.

Test.For - Program to develop the Learning and
Test samples.

b.

Tmax.For - Program to compute the starting tree
Tmu: using the Learning Sample.

c.

Prune 1. For - Program to prune the tree Tmu into a
sequence of decreasing subtrees each associated
with an at.

The optimally pruned tree is selected

from these trees.
d.

Relrns.For - Program to compute the Relative Error
for the Learning Sample.

This is the over

optimistic Relative Error.
e.

Selvs.For - Program to separate the Learning
Sample into V subsamples of approximately the same
size.

f.

RECV.For - Program to compute the Relative Error
and Standard Error for the K pruned subtrees of
Tmn using the Cross Validation Method.

g.

Resplt.For - Program to distribute the Test Sample
through tree Tmax.

h.

RETS.For - Program to compute the Relative Error
and Standard Error for the Test Sample.

i.

Output.For - program to compile the results and
prepare a single, concise report.
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"
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."

OUTPUT

Figure 3 Flow chart of the entire program.

3.

Best Tree
The programs were run in order with the following

results:
Tmax - The i ni t i al tree Tmn had 199 node wi th 100
terminal nodes.

Of the 199 splits 25 were "noisy"

splits on variables Xa , Xg , or Xi0 •
Prune1 - Tmn was pruned back leaving a series of 94
pruned subtrees.
RECV. RETS. and Relrns - Gave the Relative and Standard
Errors for determining the optimumly pruned
subtree.
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The optimally pruned tree is tree 82 with 13 terminal
nodes, REcV

=

.33833 ± .037 and REt.
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=

.2018 ± .023.

Appendix 3
Random Number Generators

1. INTRODUCTION
Before a sample can be generated a Random Number
generator must be found to fit the requirements of the
sample and then tested to ensure that it is a "good" random
number generator.

The minimum tests that the random number

generator must go through are 1) a test to ensure that the
random number generator generates random numbers from the
desired distribution; and 2) that the numbers generated are
independent.

In this study we needed two random number

generators, one to generate numbers from an Uniform
distribution and one to generate numbers from a Normal
distribution with mean zero and standard deviation two.

2. UNIFORM NUMBER GENERATOR

According to Press, et aI, in "Numerical Recipes, the
art of Scientific Computing", chapter 7, "Uniform deviates
(numbers) are just random numbers which lie within a
specified range (typically 0 to 1), with anyone number in
the range just as likely as any other."
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The Uniform Number Generator used came from Numerical
Recipes and was called RANi.

RANi uses three "congruential

generators" of the form

where i

=

1,2,3, j

=

1, . . ., 97.

The firs t two genera tors

are used to fill a table with 97 uniform numbers, using the
first generator to determine most significant part of the
number and the second one to determine the least significant
part.

The third generator is used to control which number

from the table is returned each time RANi is called.

When a

number is used the first and second congruential generators
are again used to fill the gap left.

3. NORMAL RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR

Once we have a good Uniform Number Generator, we can
generate almost any other distribution desired using the
Uniform Numbers or variables generated.

The one draw-back

is that we must be able to express the desired distributions
probability distribution function in term the uniform
variables generated.
not difficult.

For the Normal distribution this is

The probability density function of the

Normal Distribution with mean 0 and variance 1 is
P(y) =

1

--e
J2fC
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_.!y2
2

We want to transform this pdf into a form using the uniform
variable generated by RAN1.

This is done using the Box-

Mull er method.
Let xl and x2 be uniform numbers on (0,1) and yl and y2
be two numbers.

Then let
yl=v-2In(xl)cos(2~x2}

and

y2=v-2In(xl)

sin(2~x2}

.

Squaring both equations gives

and

y2 2 =(-21n (xl) ) sin2 (2~x2)

.

Dividing yl by y2 gives
~

y2

= y-21n(xl)
v-2In(xl)

cos{2~x2)
sin(2~x2)

=

Solving for x2
tan(2~x2)
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= y2/yl

1

tan (2~x2)

2~x2

and x2

=

= arctan(y2/yl)
(1/2~)arctan(y2/yl).

Now we have xl and x2 in terms of yl and y2.

Next we take

the Jacobian Determinant

a(xl,x2)
a(yl,y2)

1

1-

OXl oxl

ayl ay2

ox2 Dx2

I ayl ay2

=

Solving the Determinant we get
1

f{yl,y2) = jdetl

1

21t 1 + ( Y2

2

y12
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1

)

Y1

Thus y1 and y2 are Independent Variables of the Normal
Distribution with mean 0 and variance 1.
Once we have independent normal variables with mean 0
and variance 1 we can get any desired variance by
multiplying the variables obtained by the square root of the
variance desired.

Let X be our desired variance and

Z-N(O, 1), then E[X 1 /2*Z]
(X l /2)2*Var(Z)

=

X*l

= X.

=

X1I 2E[Z]

=

0 and Var(X 1 / 2 *Z)

=

This transformation gives us our

desired distribution normal with mean 0 and variance X.
To get the independent N(O,t) variable, we wrote a
short function called PLNORM.

It took the uniform variables

from RANt and converted them to N(O,l) using the Box-Muller
method.

This is the generator used to generate all of the

Normal random variable used in this study.

4. TESTING THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS

Both Random Number Generators were tested using the X2
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test for Goodness of Fit and Independence.

For the Goodness

of Fit Test the distribution is first cut into a number, m,
even segments and then the Random Number Generator is used
to generate a large number, n, of values.

Each of the

random numbers generated are tested to see which segment
they fall into.

The numbers that fall into each segment are

called the observed numbers (obs).

The theoretical

probability of being in each segment is calculated and the
expected value for each segment is calculated using exp
n*(probability of being in that segment).

=

The Hypothesis

used is:
Ho: The random variables are of the desired
distribution.
Ha: The random variables are not of the desired
distribution.
Using an a

=

.1, if the null hypothesis is true and

each expected value is large (25), then the value C2
- exp)2/exp is distributed

=

~(obs

x2 (a,m-l).

For the Independence Test the unit square is cut into
1*1 (where 1 is a positive integer) even squares and then a
large number, n. of pairs of random numbers, X and y, are
generated.

Each of the pairs are tested to see which square

they fall into [obs(X,Y)].

The theoretical probability of

being in each square is calculated and the expected number
calculated for each square.

The Hypothesis used is:

Ho: The pairs of random variables are independent.
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Ha: The pairs of random variables are dependent.

Using a=.l, if the null hypothesis is true and the
expected value is large

(~5),

C2=~X~y[obs(X,Y)-exp]2/exp

then the value of

is distributed X2 (a,l*l-l).

The test for the Uniform Random Number Generator had to
be completed first.

The Uniform Distribution Test consisted

of cutting the unit segment [0,1] into m=20 segments, each
with a probability 11m, then generating n=2000 random
numbers, the random numbers are
segment it fall into.

classified as to the

The X2 Goodness of Fit Test is then

used to determine if the random numbers were of the Uniform
Distribution.
The Uniform Distribution Independence Test consisted of
cutting the unit square into 1*1=25 squares, each with a
probability of 1/(1*1), and then generating n=2000 pairs of
random numbers, X and Y.

X and Yare then classified as to

which square they fall into.

The X2 Test for Independence

is used to determine if the pairs of numbers are
independent.
Once the Uniform Random Number Generator was tested the
Normal Random Number Generator could be tested.

The test

for the Normal Random Number Generator followed the ones for
the Uniform Distribution except that 1*1=36 instead of 2S is
used for the Normal distribution.

5. RESULTS OF THE TESTS
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For the Uniform Distribution Goodness of Fit Test, the
expected value for each segment was 100 with a probability
of .05.

The Decision Rule used is: Reject Ho if C2 is

greater than the test value X2 (.1,19) = 27.2.

The

calculated value of C2=12.58 was obtained in the test run so
we fail to reject Ho.
The Uniform Distribution Independence test followed
suit.

The probability for each of the 25 squares was

calculated as P(X,Y) = P(X)P(Y) = 1/25, where P(X) = P(Y) =
1/5.

The Decision Rule was then: Reject Ho if C2 is greater

than the test value of Xl (.1,24) = 33.2.

The calculated

value of Cl=17.975 was obtained in the test so we fail to
reject Ho.
For the Normal (0,1) Distribution Goodness of Fit Test,
the probability of being in each segment was calculated
using the ERF routine from Numerical Recipes, Press, et aI,
and the formula P(i

i

X

i

j)

= P(j)

- P(i).

The ranges had

to be Standardized before the probabilities could be
calculated.
Segment
1

The probabilities and expected values were:

Segment Range
X

i

Probability

-2.25

Expected Value

.0122

24.45

2

-2.25

<X

i

-2.00

.0105

21.05

3

-2.00

<X

i

-1.75

.0173

34.62

4

-1.75

<X

i

-1.50

.0267

53.49

5

-1.50

<X

i

-1. 25

.0388

77.69

6

-1. 25

<

i

-1.00

.0530

106.00

X
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7

-1.00

<X

i

-0.75

.0680

136.00

8

-0.75

-0.50

.0819

163.80

9

-0.50

-0.25

.0928

185.60

10

-0.25

<Xi
<Xi
<Xi

0.00

.0987

197.40

11

0.00

<Xi

0.25

.0987

197.40

12

0.25

<X

i

0.50

.0928

185.60

13

0.50

<Xi

0.75

.0819

163.80

14

0.75 < X

i

1. 00

.0680

136.00

15

1.00

<X

i

1. 25

.0530

106.00

16

1.25

<Xi

1. 50

.0388

77.69

17

1.50

<Xi

1. 75

.0267

53.49

18

1.75

<Xi

2.00

.0173

34.62

19

2.00

<X

2.25

.0105

21.05

20

2.25 < X

.0122

24.45

i

The Decision Rule used was if C2 is greater than the test
value of X2 (.1,19) = 27.2 reject the null hypothesis.

The

calculated value of C2 = 19.979 and we failed to reject the
Null Hypothesis for Normality with mean zero and variance 1.
The Independence Test of the Normal Distribution was
conducted similarly to the Independence Test for the Uniform
Distribution with the segments for the X and Y values the
same.

The segments, segment ranges and probabilities are as

follows:
Segment
1
2

Segment Range
X i

-1.4 < X

~
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Probability

-1.4

.0808

-0.7

.1612

3

-0.7

<X

4

0.0

5

0.7

<X
<X

6

1.4

<X

i

0.0

.2580

i

0.7

.2580

i

1.4

. 1612
.0808

The probabilities for each square is computed using the
formula P(X,Y)

= P(X)P(Y).

The Decision Rule used was if C2

is greater that the test value of X2 (.1,35) = 46.06 reject
the Null Hypothesis.

The calculated value for C2

=

37.016

was obtained and we failed to reject the Null Hypothesis for
Independence.

6.

SUMMARY

The tests for Goodness of Fit and Independence for both
RAN! and the modified PLNORM outputs failed to reject the
Null Hypothesis.

These tests were conducted to allow us to

use these Random Number Generators in the development of a
Known Sample for doing comparison tests on the methods of
Regression Trees and Stepwise Regression.

Had we rejected

the Null Hypothesis in either case for RAN! or the modified
PLNORM their outputs would have been in question and other
Random Number Generators would have been sought for use.
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Appendix 4
Results of Stepwise Regression

STEP 7

VARIABLE X7 ENTERED

R SQUARE = 0.62316580
C(P)

DF

=

SUM OF SQUARES

MEAN SQUARE

7

2358.06849769

336.86692824

ERROR

192

1425.94610026

7.42680261

TOTAL

199

3784.01459795

REGRESSION

B VALUE
INTERCEPT

STD ERROR

TYPE II SS

7.06303015

F

PROB)F

45.36 0.0001

PROB)F

F

0.37951546

Xl

2.68989657

0.19576757

1402.1405020

188.79

0.0001

X2

1.50198904

0.23536209

302.4561297

40.72

0.0001

X3

0.65367436

0.23372924

58.0896412

7.82

0.0057

X4

1.02432816

0.25185291

122.8531101

16.54

0.0001

X5

1.30853076

0.24098985

218.9637732

29.48

0.0001

X6

0.80143462

0.22785380

91.8809578

12.37

0.0005

X7

0.47212324

0.24511677

27.5528550

3.71

0.0556

BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER:

1.041276,
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50.4766

NO OTHER VARIABLES MET THE 0.1500 SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL FOR
ENTRY

SUMMARY OF STEPWISE REGRESSION PROCEDURE FOR DEPENDENT
VARIABLE Y

VARIABLE
ENTERED

STEP

REMOVED

NUMBER
IN

PARTIAL

MODEL

R**2

R**2

C(P)

1

Xl

1

0.4079

0.4079

104.216

2

X2

2

0.0691

0.4770

71.193

3

X5

3

0.0652

0.5422

40.138

4

X4

4

0.0353

0.5775

24.236

5

X6

5

0.0242

0.6016

13.979

6

X3

6

0.0142

0.6159

8.755

7

X7

7

0.0073

0.6232

7.063

VARIABLE
STEP

ENTERED

REMOVED

F

PROB)F

1

Xl

136.3933

0.0001

2

X2

26.0169

0.0001

3

XS

27.9098

0.0001

4

X4

16.2940

0.0001

5

X6

11.7735

0.0007

6

X3

7. 1586

0.0081

7

X7

3.7099

0.0556
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